TRIBAL ORGANIZATIONS IN PRE-STATE POLAND (9th AND 10th CENTURIES) IN THE LIGHT OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORIES OF SEGMENTARY SYSTEM AND CHIEFDOM

The term "chiefdom" was introduced into political anthropology in 1955 by Kalervo Oberg. He used it to define the political organization of those tribes of South American Indians which formed multi-village territorial organizations ruled by paramount chiefs to whom village chiefs were subordinated. With its two-level organization, chiefdom was different from systems comprising numerous independent villages inhabited by one ethnic group. The latter was described by Oberg as segmentary system. It lacked political ties that went beyond the village level. The villages—segments were held together by ethnic ties — culture, language, customs and types of economic activities. Oberg proposed the following evolution: homogenous tribes, segmented tribes, politically organized chiefdoms, feudal type states, city states and theocratic empires. His proposal was met with criticism and opposition, but the term "chiefdom" itself was readily accepted and its definition was expanded.

Already in the second half of the 1950s Oberg's terminological suggestion was taken up and developed by Marshall Sahlins in his work on the social stratification of tribes living in the islands of Polynesia. To the element of power defining chiefdom, which for Oberg came to the fore, Sahlins added rank-based

social stratification (rank society). In the chiefdom there was a hierarchy of prestige, importance and influence headed by the paramount chief. His economic function was to redistribute goods received as gifts and to use them for the general purposes of the community. Thus there was no economic exploitation in chiefdoms. In addition, the paramount chief’s status had no political foundations; he did not hold the monopoly of coercion and was controlled by the village chiefs as well as the whole community. Chiefdom defined in this manner was accepted in political anthropology as a term and tool for analyzing the socio-political reality.

Translating the term chiefdom into French was not difficult; the French equivalent is chefferie. In German not only Herrentum, but also Häuptlingtum and Häuptlingschaft are used. In Russian it is vozhdество (вождество), similar to the Polish wodzostwo. It has to be said the Russian and Polish equivalents of chiefdom are not entirely satisfying. They draw our attention to the military functions of the paramount chief, whereas his role was varied and the military functions were only part of it. Yet attempts to introduce in Polish research the term szefatura have failed. The term is precise but its artificiality is off-putting. This is why the term wodzostwo has been accepted in Polish anthropology.

Even greater opposition and, consequently, delay was associated with the introduction of the term “chiefdom” into historical research. The reasons behind these difficulties are discussed below.

In political anthropology the term was entirely accepted in the 1960s. Elman Service used it in his synthetic and comparative study, Primitive Social Organization, published in 1962. Like Sahlins, he too recognized, first of all, the social and economic foundations of chiefdoms. He associated the latter with the influence of the natural environment on production, while the social stratification was for him linked to the redistributive

---


4 Oral information from Dr. Eugeniusz Rzews i k and Dr. Grzegorz W ań ski concerning the work on Wielka Encyklopedia PWN (PWN Great Encyclopaedia). I wish to express my gratitude to both of my colleagues for their contribution.

function of the chief. Oberg's evolutionistic proposal prompted Service to discuss it and present his own proposal of four levels of social integration, namely: band, tribe, chiefdom and state. This proposal too provoked criticism, especially with regard to the distinction between the tribe and the chiefdom. Service's critics pointed out that the term tribe did not define the level of political organization, i.e. tribal societies could have formed both segmentary and chiefdom-like systems of power\(^6\). In *Tribesman* (1968), Sahlins described both of these types of tribal organization\(^7\).

The theoretical proposals and the extensive literature on various chiefdoms existing in various periods, in various civilizations and on different continents were summed up in 1981 by Robert Carneiro\(^8\). Just like his predecessors, he treated the chiefdom as a common historical phenomenon that could be a subject of comparative studies. In his view, the special, distinctive feature of the chiefdom was its two-level (village–centre)\(^9\) management system, in contrast to the one-level (village) management of segmentary systems and the three-level structure of the state (village–province–centre). Thus, in his evolutionistic proposal he placed the chiefdom between the segmentary system of autonomous villages and the state organization.

It seemed, therefore, easy to distinguish segmentary systems from chiefdoms. This, however, required taking into account Aidan Southall's thesis about "segmentary states" that further complicated this picture. For Southall, a segmentary system was also one comprising an association of chiefdoms–segments into which an ethnic group could be divided\(^10\). The expansion of segmentation to include both types: segments–villages and seg-

---


\(^{9}\) Ibidem, pp. 45–46.

ments—chiefdoms has its opponents\textsuperscript{11} as well as its advocates\textsuperscript{12}. However, the term “segmentary state” has not been accepted, because the essence of the state is centralization of power, whereas segmentation is the opposite of centralization.

Another difficulty is how to establish the borderline between the chiefdom and the state. This border is hard to define in research practise. Carneiro believed that the difference between the two lay in the fact that the state authorities had the monopoly on legal use of coercion, while in the chiefdom the chief had no such powers\textsuperscript{13}.

The criticism of simple evolutionism, which defined the inevitable stages in the development of human communities, led to the emergence in anthropology of Julian Steward’s theory of multilinear evolution\textsuperscript{14}. This theory rejects the notion of an identical and monolinear evolution of all human societies and the opinion that this evolution takes place automatically. Taking this theory into account, Carneiro proposed his typology of chiefdoms and pointed to the possibility, but not necessity, of the emergence of chiefdoms and their subsequent transformation into states\textsuperscript{15}.

The proposals concerning the typology of chiefdoms resulting from specific case studies, proposals that were systematized by Carneiro, are based on several elements. First, they refer to the most important feature, selected by the researcher, of a specific chiefdom. Second, they refer to greater or lesser complexity of that chiefdom’s organizational structure. Third, they refer to its size.


\textsuperscript{13} R. Carneiro, The Chiefdom, p. 68.

\textsuperscript{14} J. Steward, Theory of Culture Change: the Methodology of Multilinear Evolution, Urbana 1955.

Taking into account the organizational base and the paramount chief's powers, Carneiro divides chiefdoms into military and theocratic chiefdoms. In the latter, the chief's prestige and powers were based on his role as a priest and on the sacred qualities attributed to him. Sacerdotal power can also exist alongside the power of the chief. In both cases a system of beliefs was the foundation of the organization and respect accorded to the authorities. Military chiefdoms, on the other hand, were organized around the chief-commander. Waging of wars and taking of spoils were the basis both for the emergence of this type of chiefdom and its transformations, development and increasing social divisions. The role of warfare in the evolution of political systems has been analyzed by many scholars. Marshall Sahlins formulated a thesis about predatory expansion of certain tribal organizations.

Another division of chiefdoms proposed by Carneiro, after Colin Renfrew, concerns group-oriented and individualizing systems. In the case of the former, what is stressed during various ceremonies and practical activities (for instance, joint works for the benefit of the whole community) is social solidarity. The scope of group-orientation may vary — from the whole or majority of a community, through some of its groups, to just one group. In individualizing chiefdoms the chief has greater powers; he is the person who has prestige-enhancing goods at his disposal and he distributes them.

When analyzing the phenomenon of goods distribution, Carneiro points to the circulation of commonly used commodities, mainly food, combined with the phenomenon of reciprocity and joint consumption of collected goods during various feasts and ceremonies. According to Carneiro, there was a separate system of distribution of symbolic or precious goods that enhanced the chiefs' prestige.

---

16 Ibidem, pp. 47, 63-65.
goods that were acquired by way of external exchange\textsuperscript{19}. We should add here that they could also be acquired in the form of spoils.

Carneiro's typology was followed by typologies developed by Timothy Earle and Krystian Kristiansen. For both scholars the basis of the division of chiefdoms was economic activities, types of redistributed goods and, most importantly, the organization of redistribution, the chief's place within this organization and the way in which the redistributed goods were used\textsuperscript{20}. The organizational complexity of chiefdoms, their social or individual orientation, and the chiefs' powers were all determined by the type of redistribution.

When it comes to the degree of development and the complexity of organizational system, Carneiro proposes a division into simple and complex chiefdoms. He also introduces a three-level scale, with minimal, typical and maximal chiefdoms. It applies to the size of chiefdoms. The first type comprises at least two, usually several villages and populations of several hundred people. The second — the most common type according to the author — comprises several dozen villages and populations of around 10–12 thousand. The third type comprises chiefdoms that are evolving into states, hence their significantly bigger size. According to Carneiro, examples of such chiefdoms are Hawaii and Tahiti\textsuperscript{21}.

The problem of the borderline between the chiefdom and the state is of special importance for the supporters of the Early State theory\textsuperscript{22}. According to this theory, the emergence of a state is a political breakthrough. Non-state organizations, including chiefdoms, are significantly different from state organizations. The formation of the latter is determined by the centralization and institutionalization of power, clear division into the rulers and the ruled, the authorities' and ruling class' monopoly on using legal coercion, the emergence of a system of duties and tributes paid by the ruled to the rulers and used for the needs of

\textsuperscript{19} Ibidem, pp. 58–63.


\textsuperscript{21} R. Carneiro, \textit{The Chiefdom}, p. 47.

the state apparatus, a three-level system of administration covering the whole territory, and measures implemented to prevent any part of the territory from separating.

By using the term early state to describe the first states (first on the evolutionary scale), the authors of the theory assumed that it was a separate type of state from which more complex types could develop (though did not have to develop)\textsuperscript{23}.

A similar reasoning can be applied to non-state (pre-state) systems. They too comprised various types of organization, including chiefdom. In addition, chiefdoms themselves have different forms and can undergo transformations. The chiefdom — by developing a centre of power — becomes a type of organization that is closest to the state and that enables and facilitates (though does not determine) the emergence of states.

I have already mentioned Timothy Earle’s typological proposal which followed Carneiro’s article. He edited a collective study which not only maintained the thesis about a lack of automatic evolution of chiefdoms and their transition into states, but also added another thesis — concerning the fall of many chiefdoms caused by external threats and their disintegration under the impact of internal processes\textsuperscript{24}. Therefore, the development and functioning of chiefdoms were by no means monolinear and were reversible in many cases.

The latest research on chiefdoms uses first of all the results of field studies in Africa as well as political science studies on contemporary African political systems.

E. van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal together with his associates studied the formation and functioning of chiefdoms in Africa’s past as well as the existence of chiefdoms within colonial systems and today’s African states\textsuperscript{25}. On the other hand, Peter Skalník — distancing himself from his own and Henri


Claessen’s earlier theory of Early State — wrote about the chiefdom as a universal political formation with a tendency to last in Africa but not to transform itself into a state\textsuperscript{26}.

The lasting existence of many chiefdoms has its exact opposite in the impermanence of others. The end of a chiefdom could involve not only its transformation into a state or conquest by another chiefdom, but also its break-up. Detailed studies provide many examples of such a desintegration of chiefdoms. The problem now remains of how long an organization would have to exist for it to be called chiefdom. Would the term chiefdom apply to an organization created by a skilful chief that existed only as long as he was able to make successful conquests and plunders, and that broke up after military defeats? Or an organization that lasted only as long as that skilful chief’s active life?\textsuperscript{27}

***

I would like to examine the influence of the above mentioned discussions by political anthropologists on historical research into the beginnings of the Polish state and to point out the possibilities that the theory of chiefdom gives historians.

History is a much older science than political anthropology. Studies into the emergence of Slav states (including the Polish state) are also older than anthropological studies dealing with the beginnings of states in world history in general and, especially, with chiefdoms. That is why historical studies developed for a long time totally independently from the initially non-existent and then burgeoning political anthropology. The research programme devoted to the origins of the Polish state that was carried out in the 1950s and 1960s in connection with the celebrations of the 1000\textsuperscript{th} anniversary of Polish statehood referred neither to the theoretical output discussed above, nor to anthropological terminology. This was despite the fact that it was a very modern and interdisciplinary programme. Apart from historical methods, the studies into the beginnings of the Polish state drew on the achievements of a number of disciplines: archaeology, history of art, linguistics, historical geography, botany and zoology, econo-


\textsuperscript{27} There is an analogy with the so-called “Samon’s state”.

mics and demography, theory of state and law\textsuperscript{28}. The theory of chiefdom that was emerging at the time was not used, however, though we cannot fail to notice the considerable similarities between the theory of chiefdom and the results of research into the beginnings of Polish statehood.

Independently from though similarly to anthropologists, scholars conducting historical studies mentioned above treated the transition from tribal organizations to state organizations as a profound, crucial political change. This political change was considered to have been a result of long-lasting processes in the economy, demographics, settlement and social structures\textsuperscript{29}. Some researchers advocated a thesis according to which a centuries-long process of the formation and development of tribal organizations preceded the emergence of the state. This research was crowned by the work of Henryk Łowmiański\textsuperscript{30}. It was not until the last two decades that, following the introduction of such methods as dendrological dating of stronghold, scholars proposed a thesis about a rapid, short (covering just several decades) state breakthrough\textsuperscript{31}. Lech Leciejewicz, however, still rightly stresses the importance of long-lasting civilizational processes


\textsuperscript{30} W. Hensel, Polska przed tysiącem lat (Poland a Thousand Years Ago), Wrocław 1964, pp. 40-100; H. Łowmiański, Początki Polski. Z dziejów Słowian w I tysiącleciu n.e. (Poland’s Beginnings. From the History of the Slavs in the First Millennium), vol. 1-5, Warszawa 1964-1973 (volume 6 deals with subsequent centuries, till the early 14th century).

that are the basis for a rapid political transformation. Yet both the researchers involved in the Polish millennium programme and those working today treat the tribe and the state as distinct and qualitatively different types of political organization.

Tribal organizations that existed within the territory of the future Polish state were identified thanks to their names preserved in written sources, the territorial scope of their settlements established by means of archaeological research and toponomastics, and thanks to the identification of their strongholds. In addition, scholars used retrogression, moving back to the pre-state period the names and territorial divisions known from 11th and 12th century sources.

The theoretical assumptions guiding the research into the development of tribal organizations and the state were, especially in older studies, as follows: firstly, that tribes developed in a monolinear manner towards bigger, more complex organizations; secondly, that there were similarities in the organization and development between various neighbouring tribes; thirdly, that there was the phenomenon of political expansion during which weaker tribes were subordinated to stronger ones. Some of these assumptions should now be verified.

Until as late as the 1990s, scholars studying the beginnings of the Polish state did not use the term chiefdom. The commonly used terms were prince and tribal princi-

---


33 L. Leciejewicz (ed.). Od plemienia do państwa. Śląsk na tle wczesnośredniowiecznej Słowiańszczyzny Zachodniej (From the Tribe to the State. Ślesia and the Early Medieval Western Slavdom), Wrocław 1991; Z. Kurnatowska, Territorial Structures in West Poland prior to the Founding of the State Organization of Mieszko I, in: P. Urbańczyk (ed.), Origins, pp. 125-133; A. Buko, Archeologia, pp. 81-105, 165-204.


36 See footnote 30.
pality (księstwo plemienne). If the written sources contained the names of princes or information about the existence of this type of power (as it was the case with “the prince of the Vistula”)\textsuperscript{37}, tribal organizations would be referred to as principalities. Lack of sources and perhaps also a limited theoretical reflection made it impossible to say whether all or just some known tribal organizations were indeed tribal principalities in what would subsequently become Poland. The existence of princely power was assumed with reference to some tribes on the basis of oral traditions of the ruling families written down in the 12\textsuperscript{th} and 13\textsuperscript{th} centuries. This was the case in particular with Polanians (though even the name of the tribe was reconstructed by means of retrogression and does not appear in the 9\textsuperscript{th} and 10\textsuperscript{th} century sources) and the oral tradition of the family that ruled the tribe and then the Polish state\textsuperscript{38}. Traces of oral traditions also refer to princely families among the Vistulan and Pomeranian tribes\textsuperscript{39}. We can add archaeological findings to this historical material. However, they are too vast when it comes to burials of powerful people from the mid-1\textsuperscript{st} millennium AD and too limited when it comes to the centuries 7\textsuperscript{th} to 10\textsuperscript{th}, i.e. the period of stabilization of settlement among Western Slavs and development of their tribal organizations.

\textsuperscript{37} T. Lehr-Spławiński, Konstantyn i Metody (zarys monograficzny z wyborem źródeł) (Constantine and Methodius, a Monograph with a Selection of Sources). Warszawa 1967, pp. 177, Żywot św. Metodego (The Life of St. Methodius), XI — in the original Old Church Slavonic version in Latin transcription, p. 242 — Polish translation.


A very important source confirming the existence of tribal principalities is the term *prince* [książę in Polish]. According to linguists, it comes from the pre-state times. In Old Slavonic it was *księgę*, later *kņęz₂* and came from the Germanic *kuningaz*. It signified a lord, chief or ruler. The time of the borrowing is a contentious issue. Some linguistics believe it took place between the 2nd and 4th century AD, but most place it in a period starting from the 6th century. The term was recorded in 9th century sources, first of all in the life of St. Methodius. Having a vernacular term at their disposal, a term that precisely described the functions of chiefs from the tribal era, historians saw no need to replace it with the term *wódz* (chief, chef) borrowed from political anthropology. Similarly, there was no need to use the term *wodzostwo* (chiefdom, chefferie), since the vernacular term *księstwo plemienne* (tribal principality) was more precise in describing one of the pre-state forms of tribal organization.

However, the delayed adoption of anthropological terms, especially that of chiefdom, resulted in difficulties and inconsistencies in historiography. Examples include the titles “Samon’s state” and “Vistulan state”. They were published in the 1940s, but the term “state” with regard to these chiefdoms would also surface in later years. Frequently — even today — authors use various terms that sidestep the issue: “statelet” or the terminologically inconsistent “tribal statelet”, “tribal state”, “multi-tribe state” and their opposites — “regional statelet” and “All-Poland state”.

Before historians it was archaeologists who borrowed the term chiefdom. In his studies into the power structures in the Polish lands in the first millennium, Przemysław Urbanczyk...
wrote about the “rank societies of chiefdoms”\textsuperscript{44}. Archaeologists interpret “princely” burials, the existence of Roman imports and the fact that they were collected as manifestations of the emergence of princely power based on prestige and manifestations of wealth acquired through external trade\textsuperscript{45}. The link between the results of archaeological studies and the anthropological theory of chiefdom is very clear. What is more, the emergence of “princely” political structures in Poland in the first half of the 1\textsuperscript{st} millennium AD, their subsequent demise and the re-emergence of tribal principalities from ca 7\textsuperscript{th} century testifies to the reversibility of political processes that was previously noted and described by anthropologists.

* * *

There is an analogy between the anthropological chiefdom and the Lekhitic (and, more broadly, Slav) tribal principality; we might even say they are identical. The principality was a regional form of the general phenomenon of chiefdom.

A question now arises whether historians and archaeologists can, by borrowing the term chiefdom and theories formulated in political anthropology and applying the comparative method, supplement and expand our knowledge of the Slav tribal principalities. This is not about the term itself, but about discovering the mechanisms and the course of political changes\textsuperscript{46}.

I believe that it could be revealing to use to that end the anthropological theory of multilinear development, and the knowledge of the varied territorial and demographic sizes of various chiefdoms known to anthropologists, to compare the typology of chiefdoms with information concerning Slav tribal principalities, and to take into account the phenomenon of reversibility in the development of chiefdoms.

In an article devoted to the interpretation of the term “Slav tribe” in Polish historiography, Piotr Boroń noted that “it has

\textsuperscript{44} P. Urbańczyk, Struktury władzy na ziemiach polskich w I tysiącleciu n.e. (Power Structures in Polish Lands in the First Millennium AD), “Kwartalnik Historyczny” 1996, CIII. No 4. pp. 3–22, quote on p. 11, also p. 4 — “redistribution system of chiefdoms”.


\textsuperscript{46} H. Samsonowicz, Plemię, p. 7.
been accepted that it [the tribe] designates various social or territorial-political organizations preceding the emergence of the state”⁴⁷. He went on to conclude, on the basis of the variety of definitions in historical literature, that the term was ambiguous and vague.

“Today it seems [to P. Boroń — MT] that treating the tribe and the state as two completely different systems is a mistake”. In the light of the comparative findings of political anthropology this last view and the article’s conclusion are not convincing. The same applies to Tadeusz Lalik’s reservations who many years ago decided that the “tribe” was a very general term and hence its loose connections with early medieval sources; as a result it was an academic creation⁴⁸.

We can certainly agree with the thesis about the tribe as an academic creation. But when it comes to the negative assessment of the reception and use of this creation — this is something we cannot accept. Terms such as “tribe” and “state” (as well as many others) were not used in all communities of distant past, communities we study today. But these terms are tools used in analyzes of historical material. After all, when describing the past we apply modern terminology and not only terminology of the period.

Piotr Boroń is obviously right when he notes that “the notion of tribe has a variety of meanings” and that “we are dealing with an extremely rich word”⁴⁹. However, the same applies to the terms “state”, “empire” or “city”, as well as many others, which does not mean that we should give up these terms. We use “city” to describe 15th century Warsaw and contemporary Warsaw, 17th century London and today’s New York, despite the fact that these are very different cities. No one, however, would like to reject the term.

If we adopt, therefore, a very general definition of the tribe, the conclusion seems obvious and close to P. Boroń’s view — that Slav tribes (including Lekhitic-Polish tribes) that emerged and

functioned from around the 7th to 10th century differed considerably. Their structure could have been dominated by territorial or by kin ties; the tribes could have had different sizes, demographic potentials or staying power.

The picture of the pre-state past seems much more complex than most scholars have assumed so far. The predominating view in historical literature has been that the organization of various Slav tribes was similar and so was their monolinear development. The comparative theory of Slav laws stressed the similarity of those laws and their shared origins as well as the resulting similarities in the organization of Slav tribes.50

For a long time, the acknowledged differences I am analyzing in the present paper included the unequal potentials of these tribes. Henryk Łowmiański distinguished small and big tribes as well as associations of tribes. He believed that the creation of bigger and more complex structures was a process eventually leading to the formation of states.51 It was not until recent years that the thesis about other, numerous differences between the tribes was advanced by Henryk Sąmonowicz, who wrote that "the 'tribe' is by no means a uniform system and it was not only the size of a human population and its military power but also its natural environment, occupations, time... perhaps also psychological features that defined it in a variety of ways."52 This image is much closer to the anthropological theory of multilinear development; it finds additional support in this theory thanks to the use of deduction and comparative method. Political anthropology and the theory of chiefdom allow us to include among the differences that existed between tribes also the types of their political organization.

---


52 H. Sąmonowicz, Plemię, p. 10.
Ninth–tenth century sources are a testimony to organizational differences between those tribes and between tribal principalities. If we analyze them with reference to the above mentioned typology of tribal organizations and the typology of chiefdoms, we can pinpoint these differences and provide better explanations for them.

First, there is the question of the types of Lekhitic tribal principalities; second, we need to establish whether all Lekhitic tribes or just some of them were indeed principalities.

There is a consensus in the literature on the subject that the tribal organization which gave rise to the Polish state and which is commonly referred to as the tribe of Polanians, was a principality⁵³. Archaeologists find compelling evidence of its expansion lasted from approximately the end of the 9th to ca mid-10th century and was later continued by Mieszko I's state organization. This evidence includes numerous fortified settlements burnt in the first half of the 10th century as well as new strongholds erected near or at the sites of those that had been destroyed⁵⁴. That nature of the principality was very much military is confirmed by the existence of drużyna (an armed retinue) that was part of the prince's entourage, an instrument of conquests and maintaining internal order⁵⁵. Archaeology provides us with evidence that at least some of the members of that retinue were ethnically alienated from the rest of the society⁵⁶. They were,

⁵³ See footnote 38.
⁵⁶ K. Jaźdżewski, Cmentarzysko wczesnośredniowieczne w Lutomiersku pod Łodzią w świetle badań z r. 1949 (Early Medieval Burial Ground in Lutomiersko near Łódź in the Light of 1949 Studies), "Materiały wczesnośredniowieczne", 1951, vol. 1, pp. 91–191; A. Nadolski, A. Abramowicz, T. Poklowski, Cmenta-
therefore, all the more willing to serve the prince and the ruling dynasty.

On the other hand, we lack direct evidence of the political significance of the Polanian notables and clan elders. There is no indirect evidence either obtained by means of retrogression. Local clans did not make their mark on the policy of the first Piasts to the extent that such clans from the Małopolska region did.

The lack of big fortified refuge strongholds within the territory where Mieszko I’s predecessors lived allows us to state that this principality was not oriented towards the entire tribal community or a large part of it. Peasants were not protected during external invasions. The fact that the Polanian tribal principality was located away from the long-distance trade routes limited its possibilities of organizing its activities around external exchange. There were also few local products that would be attractive to foreign traders. Slaves could have been the main export. Their sufficient supply could only be guaranteed by military expeditions and spoils taking. In such a situation external trade and


acquisition of valuable objects that were the source of prestige for the prince and members of his military retinue could exist thanks to warfare and plunder.

The prince’s redistributive function involved, therefore, mostly dividing spoils, mainly among the members of his armed retinue. The peasants, on the other hand, did not participate in the plunder economy. They had to pay substantial duties, however, in farm produce, animals and fruits of the forest, and, in addition, they were forced to work in severe conditions at stronghold construction sites and in transport of building materials. It is a powerful testimony to social divisions created through coercion.

The tribal principality of the Polanians in the first half of the 10th century can, therefore, be compared to a military chiefdom, individualistically focused on the prince, his dynasty and his military retinue.

Let us remember that when Marshall Sahlins described such tribal organizations, he used the term “predatory expansion”59. There is ample evidence that the same can be said about the tribal principality of Mieszko I’s predecessors. The features of this principality were conducive to its transformation — through centralization of power, territorial expansion and deepening of social divisions — into a state. The method was coercion used by the prince.

So far the prevailing view in literature was that the tribal principality of the Vistulans was an organization similar to the Polanian principality, though formed earlier, in the second half of the 9th century. The chances of this principality for uniting Lekhitic tribes and forming a state were ruined when the “Vistulan prince” became subordinated to the state of Great Moravia and after its break-up to Bohemia60.

There is a lot of evidence to suggest that the organization of the tribal principality of the Vistulans was different from that of the Polanians and it is this difference between the two organizations that contributed to the failure of the Vistulans and the success of the Polanians in the 10th century.

Although the Vistulan prince was described by the author of the *Life of St. Methodius* as a powerful ruler who, according to

60 Recently A. Buko, *Archeologia*, p. 178.
him, “abused Christians” — which could mean that he fought them — there are no references to his military retinue, an equivalent of the armed retinue of the Polanian prince. The social foundation of the Vistulans’ principality was probably different from that of the Polanians’. The system of power included not only the prince and his dynasty, but also notables—clan elders. We can draw conclusions about the role of those elders on the basis of the retrogression method, taking into account the events associated with the people’s revolt and the fall of the first Piast state following the death of Mieszko II. The notables of Cracow managed to maintain internal order in this part of Poland at the time, even when there was no ruling prince⁶¹. In the Wielkopolska region, on the other hand, chaos reigned supreme.

The fact that the tribal organization of the Vistulans was socially peasants-oriented can be seen in the existence of big refuge strongholds⁶². As the prince’s power strengthened, this orientation may have narrowed. Yet in the 9th and 10th centuries it still remained notable elders-oriented and not merely prince-oriented.

The economic foundations of the Vistulans’ principality too seem different from those of the Polanians’. The principality was situated on the trade route from the Bohemian Prague to Kiev in Ruthenia and was part of the external exchange structure⁶³. Exports and transit were not necessarily limited to slaves. The intensity of the exchange and the variety of goods were, therefore, greater than in the case of the Polanians. Consequently, prestigious goods may have been available not only to the prince but also to the notables. That the goods were collected through trade and not only through war and spoils taking is confirmed by various discoveries of coin hoards and primitive money — in the


⁶³ See footnote 57.
form of iron axes\textsuperscript{64}. Thus it was the social (concerning notables-clan elders) and not the individualizing orientation of the Vistulan tribal principality that can be seen in the role of external trade and distribution of goods.

The social orientation of the Vistulan tribal principality and the fact that the principality developed over a much longer period than the principality of the Polanians allow us to formulate a hypothesis that at least at the beginning the organization was created through a social contract and not through coercion\textsuperscript{65}.

In the light of the theory and typology of chiefdoms it is worth asking whether or not some of the Lekhitic tribal principalities were theocratic. So far the studies into the Slav mythology and beliefs have focused on a reconstruction of a uniform or at least similar system of these beliefs. Scholars have suggested that such a system covered either the whole Slavdom or its eastern and western parts\textsuperscript{66}. The characteristic features and the organization of beliefs of the Polabian Slavs which could be found in late 10\textsuperscript{th}-12\textsuperscript{th} century sources have been interpreted either something that could refer also to other Slavs or, on the contrary, as something separate resulting from the influence of the neighbouring Christendom\textsuperscript{67}.

We should give credit to Aleksander Gieysztor and his pupil Leszek Słupecki as well as Jacek Banaszkiewicz for expanding the source base concerning the Slavs' beliefs to include ethnographic and anthropological materials and for using retrogression and the comparative method to interpret them. When making comparisons, these researchers take into


\textsuperscript{66}A. Brückner, Mitologia słowiańska i polska (Slav and Polish Mythology), Warszawa 1980 (a collection of studies from 1912-1929); H. Łomiański, Religia Słowian i jej upadek (The Slavs' Religion and Its Decline), Warszawa 1979.

\textsuperscript{67}Ibidem, pp. 187-194.
account materials concerning the beliefs of all Indo-European peoples\textsuperscript{68}. Their studies explore, first of all, the beliefs themselves and only later the relations between the beliefs and political systems. Karol Modzelewski, on the other hand, when comparing legal and political systems of Germans and Slavs, demonstrates an inextricable connection between the functioning of these systems and beliefs\textsuperscript{69}.

In both of these research approaches the comparative method has yielded outstanding results. However, from the point of view of our goal — examining the differences between Lekhitic tribal organizations — this method carries with it a risk of blurring these differences. While accepting a general picture of Slav beliefs, let us nevertheless focus on the information testifying to the existence of differences among Lekhitic tribes, differences that evolved between the 7\textsuperscript{th} and the 11\textsuperscript{th} centuries and influenced the differences between the political organizations of those Polish tribes.

We have known for a long time that sources dealing with the beliefs of various Polish tribes are extremely scarce when compared with sources dealing with other Slav tribes. Recent studies have demonstrated that this is not a result of some weakness of these beliefs but rather of their different social functions. Perhaps archaeology will provide us with new findings that will change this conclusion. Not so long ago, on the Lech Hill in Gniezno archaeologists discovered a huge cult hearth that was used in this centre of power before the advent of Christianity\textsuperscript{70}. Even this hearth, however, does not allow us to treat the Polanian principality as a theocratic chiefdom. Each political system has to have


\textsuperscript{70} T. Sawicki, \textit{Gnieźnieński zespół grodowy w świetle najnowszych badań (The Fortified Stronghold Complex in Gniezno in the Light of Recent Studies)}. in: \textit{Studia z dziejów cywilizacji. Studia ofiarowane profesorowi Jerzemu Gąssowskemu w pięćdziesiątą rocznicę pracy naukowej (On the History of Civilization. Studies Presented to Professor Jerzy Gąssowski on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Beginning}
its own legitimacy. In tribal organizations it was obviously based on religious grounds. But only in some of these tribes the organizational features of cult were more prominent than other types of relations. There is no evidence to suggest that this was the case in the Polanian principality. The success of Christianization imposed by the prince and the destruction of the above mentioned place of cult testifies to the supremacy of the prince’s individual and military authority.

Were there any other theocratic principalities on the territory of the future Poland? Nothing points to the Vistulan principality in this respect. The intense church investments on the Wawel Hill testify to the role of Christiany throughout the 10th century. Perhaps the traces of beliefs that did have a significant impact on political systems are those that can be found in the places of cult on Ślęża Mountain and Łysa Góra (the Bare Mountain)?

Jacek Banaszkiewicz carried out an outstanding analysis of the role of Ślęża in the sacralization of the Ślężanie tribe, comparing it with other similar cases, mainly the miraculous spring that sacralized the Glomacze community. He noted that "this form of sacralization of tribal existence — not yet through a personified tribal god — is perhaps an earlier solution". Ślęża Mountain gives the local tribe "a name", identity, sense of unity and separateness from other tribes.

---


73 J. Banaszkiewicz, Origo et religo — wersja słowiańska. O sposobach budowania tożsamości wspólnotowej w społecznościach wczesnego średniowiecza — "wzorcotwórcze pamiętki" i opowieści o nich (Origo et religo — the Slav version. On the Methods of Building Common Identity in Early Medieval Societies)
In the case of Silesia, there was no regional unification. On the contrary, the region was inhabited by seven separate tribal groups. We do not know the reasons behind this segmentation. We can surmise that the sense of separate identity built by the Ślężanie tribe around their holy mountain consolidated these tribal divisions. In addition, we have no evidence of the existence of princely power among Silesian tribes. Of course, it is about the alleged lack of princes — equivalents of the paramount chiefs known from anthropology, i.e. ruling princes. The existence of lower level chiefs — of large families and villages — does not seem obvious. Andrzej Buko points out that “it is puzzling that there was no tradition [in Silesia] of creating power centres in the pre-state period”. Obviously, ex silentio argumentation may be misleading. Princely power may not have existed at all in various tribes; it is equally possible that it was weak and the tribes were organized and represented outside by other institutions (assemblies, elders). We cannot be sure whether Silesia was settled by acephalic tribes comprising segments-villages. Rather, the existence of the name opole and the institution of opole [a medieval association of villages] can be evidence of the existence of bigger segments comprising several or dozen or so villages.

The creation of the Silesian Walls may testify to a lack of expansiveness of Silesian tribal organizations but also to joint actions by several tribes and thus inter-tribal ties that evolved through arrangements and agreements between those tribes rather than through expansion by one of the tribes.


75 E. Kowalczyk, Systemy obronne wałów podłużnych we wczesnym średniowieczu na ziemach polskich (Defence Systems of Linear Earthworks in the Early Middle Ages in Poland), Wrocław 1987, pp. 36-103; According to A. Buko, Archeologia, p. 99, this was supposed to “strengthen the frontiers for at least several tribal organizations”. See also L. Tyszkiewicz, Organizacja piemiennogrodowa a państwowo-grodowa na przykładzie Łuży i Śląska (The Tribal and State Organization of Strongholds as Exemplified by Lusatia and Silesia), in: Local-
Cult sites were also concentrated on Łysa Góra (the Bare Mountain)\textsuperscript{76}. A question remains, however — which tribal organizations did this centre of cult serve? Did it influence only those in its vicinity? The settlement in the region has been archaeologically identified, but we know nothing about the local tribal organization. Perhaps Łysa Góra influenced the organizations of the Łędzians and Vistulans situated further away — and the role of this site as a cult place was due to its extraterritoriality? Some scholars deny that Łysa Góra had any sacred significance at all in the tribal period\textsuperscript{77}.

The map of possible places of cult in Poland includes about twenty such sites\textsuperscript{78}. The religious factor undoubtedly played a part in the creation of ties among tribal communities. But its existence cannot be regarded as proof that there were tribal principalities of a theocratic nature. The locations of cult sites — mainly in the eastern part of Malopolska and around Łysiec as well as in Silesia and Pomerania — seem to suggest the opposite. These sites usually functioned among tribes with no confirmed princely power (Łędzians and Ślężanie) or tribes in which this power was limited by sacerdotal power (Pomerania). We can suspect that in the Polanian and Vistulan tribal principalities the cult of sacred objects (mountains, sources) associated with the


\textsuperscript{78} A. Buko, Archeologia, p. 127.
sacralization of the whole community was marginalized in favour of the cult of the ruler's predecessors. This is confirmed by the surviving oral traditions\textsuperscript{79}. However, these cults proved to be insufficient to ensure legitimacy and effective functioning of those principalities, and were eventually replaced — by the prince’s will or eternal pressure — by Christianity.

The biggest number of questions concerns the types of Lędzian and Mazovian tribal organizations. In the northern and eastern part of Małopolska, archaeologists have discovered several big regions of settlements (around Zawichost and later Sandomierz, around Lublin and Chełm) as well as a few smaller ones. Chodlik is the location of the biggest fortified refuge stronghold in the region\textsuperscript{80}. It may testify to a communal, social orientation of the local tribal organization. On the other hand, we have no evidence of the existence of princely power among the Lędzians. Lack of concentrated settlement and the presence of refuge strongholds suggest that this may have been an acephalic organization, while the existence of the name opole suggests a segmentary structure.

Similarly, archaeologists have identified at least three territorial units and several smaller settlement groups in Mazovia\textsuperscript{81}. The type of those tribal organizations remains unknown. In any case, we have no information about local princes. Some conclusions can be drawn from the documented intensive stronghold building activity towards the end of the 9th and at the beginning of the 10th century\textsuperscript{82}. The strongholds may have been erected both


\textsuperscript{80} S. Hoczyk-Siwkowa, Kotlina Chodelska we wczesnym średniowieczu (Chodelska Valley in the Early Middle Ages), Lublin 2004, pp. 23–32; A. Buko, Archeologia, pp. 32, 87.


by tribes organized in segments (villages, opoles) and by small, local organizations headed by princes. The former seems to be more likely. According to A. Buko “Mazovian territories lacked at that time state-building initiative”\(^83\). Strongholds were built probably by local communities which wanted to defend themselves against the likely aggression on the part of the Piasts.

We know nothing about external expansion of either the Lędzian or Mazovian tribes.

When it comes to tribal organization, there were considerable differences between Eastern Pomerania on the one hand and Western and Central Pomerania on the other. In Eastern Pomerania archaeologists have identified numerous settlements — probably identical to small tribes — dating back at least to the 9\(^{\text{th}}\) century\(^84\). We have no information about whether those organizations eventually evolved into principalities. It was probably an area of segmentary tribal organization.

There are many more sources connected with Western and Central Pomerania. Archaeologists have identified there two big regions of settlements located between szczecin and Parsęta, as well as seven small regions of settlements in the Parsęta and Rega river basin\(^85\). Settlement in this area dates back to the 6\(^{\text{th}}\) century. There are links between the Western Pomeranian tribes and the Polabian tribes in their respective material cultures and political organizations known to us from later written sources\(^86\).

An important characteristic of this region was its early development of urban economy. Wolin emerged at the turn of the 8\(^{\text{th}}\) and 9\(^{\text{th}}\) centuries and by as early as the 9\(^{\text{th}}\) century it became an emporium maintaining long-distance contacts through sea

---

\(^{83}\) A. Buko, Archeologia, p. 191.


\(^{86}\) A. Buko, Archeologia, p. 82.
routes. Szczecin and Kołobrzeg developed approximately one hundred years later and in the 11th century they took over the functions of Wolin, which had been destroyed by a Danish invasion. A characteristic feature of these towns was a multi-ethnic composition of their populations.

The above mentioned towns were not only centres of long-distance trade, craft and sailing, but also centres of local cults. We can learn about them both from archaeological findings and 12th century written sources from the Christianization period.

Princely power developed among Western and Central Pomeranian tribes, though it was limited by their system of beliefs as well as their rich and influential town merchants. Tribal principalities in that region can, therefore, be described as society-oriented entities, organized around groups of their urban populations, merchants and craftsmen, and people fulfilling sacerdotal functions. The economic basis of their social diversity was long-distance sea trade, which provided them with prestigious goods and money. Thus it was a distinct type of tribal principalities, differing substantially from Polanian and Vistulan principalities. This organization was also completely different from the organization of Silesian, Mazovian and Lędzian tribes. The features of the Pomeranian economy made the region a very attractive expansion target. However, the organizational, social and cult-related differences hindered the integration of Western and Central Pomeranian tribes with the Piast state. Integration of Eastern Pomeranian tribes was easier.

***


A comparison between the results of anthropological studies of tribal systems (both segmentary systems and chiefdoms) and the information about the tribes of the future Poland allows us to draw the following conclusions:

1) Lekhitic tribes differed among themselves in terms of their political organization and not only in terms of their territories, size of their populations and their activities. Their evolution was multilinear; the period between the 7th and the 10th centuries saw the emergence and development of different types or Lekhitic tribal organizations.

2) There is no evidence to suggest that all known Lekhitic tribal organizations were tribal principalities — i.e. chiefdoms from the point of view of anthropology. Only some of the tribes — Polanians, Vistulans and Pomeranians — can be said with absolute certainty to have developed principalities.

3) Some of the other Lekhitic tribes probably evolved into segmentary organizations. There were three possible types of segmentation of ethnic units. The first was the acephalic village system. We cannot rule out that this is how some tribes, described as small, were organized. This would apply, for instance (though we can only surmise), to the late developed, small settlements in the Eastern Pomerania.

The second type could include organizations in which segments comprised groups of villages or small tribes. The frequent occurrence of the name opole may testify to the fact that this type of segmentary organization outnumbered others. Whether princely power evolved in these segments — we do not know.

The third type of segmentary system was the associations of tribes. Such associations corresponded to Southall's thesis about the existence of the "segmentary state". However, a lot of evidence points to the fact that those associations were organized around communal institutions of each segment (assemblies, tribe elders, perhaps shared centres of cult). Hypothetically, we may list examples of Silesian tribes with their joint defence investments; perhaps we could even come up with an example of a Lędzian tribe (or rather a group of Lędzian tribes).

Associations of tribes did not necessarily develop the institution of a prince, but such an evolution was one of the possible paths of development. Some principalities, for instance that of the Vistulans, may have evolved in such a way.
4) The reversibility of the formation and development of tribal chiefdoms can be followed thanks to archaeological sources from the first half of the 1st millennium AD. On the other hand, we know very little about this reversibility between the 7th and the 10th centuries, particularly in the context of internal break-ups. An example of the decline of a chiefdom from outside of the future Poland was the so-called Samon’s state. Lack of sources is probably the only reason why we cannot confirm the existence of more examples of this kind. We know a bit more about the destruction and transformations of tribal organizations, which, between the 7th and the 10th centuries, followed fighting between tribes and subjugation of one tribe by another or resulted from the conquest of tribes by the neighbouring states. The sources dealing with those phenomena that come from the 9th and 10th centuries are much more extensive. In the 9th century the tribal principality of the Vistulans and the Silesian tribes were subordinated to the Great Moravian state, and in the 10th century — first to the Bohemian principality and then to Mieszko I’s principality. Lędzian tribes were subordinated first to the Kievan Rus’ and then to Mieszko I’s principality. The tribal principalities of Western and Central Pomerania were temporarily controlled, between the 10th and 12th centuries, by Poland of the first Piasts.

However, subjugation did not necessarily mean the destruction of the local tribal organization; on the contrary, such an organization could continue to function as a lower level of administration in the victorious state or as a separate, peripheral organization, loosely associated with the centre. This is was probably the fate of the Vistulan principality in Great Moravia.

Liberation from external control and return of the local tribal organization to independence can be regarded as a reversal of the transformation of this organization into a fragment of the state that ruled it. An analysis of the political situation in the Polish lands and throughout Western Slavdom in the 9th and 10th centuries indicates that there was a profound difference in this situation — in comparison with the first few centuries of the 1st millennium. In the 9th and 10th centuries the development of tribal organizations, mainly principalities, unification of tribes and emergence of states were definitely more common that the disintegration of political systems and the reversibility of state-formation.
During the formation of the Polish state the last and best known example of reversal of this process was the pagan revolt after the disaster of Mieszko II. The political disintegration, however, was brief. The Polish state was rebuilt, both with respect to internal policy and external political situation.

5) The principalities that emerged among Lekhitic tribes differed among each other. We can point to several types of these principalities.

The Polanian principality was a military chiefdom, individualizing, prince-oriented, formed over a short period of a few decades thanks to rapid expansion. This organization was formed and developed by means of coercion.

The Vistulan principality evolved over a longer period of at least one hundred years, but for some time it existed as a subordinate part of external state organizations. It was a society-oriented principality. Its origins might have been based on a social contract (a suggestion supported by the existence of refuge strongholds) and not coercion. It is likely, though, that as the principality grew and the centralization of power became more pronounced, this social orientation was narrowed to the notables-clan elders.

The principalities of Western and Central Pomerania can be described as loosely centralized, town population-oriented organizations the social divisions of which were shaped primarily by participation in external trade which supplied luxury goods. A unique feature of those tribes was the multi-ethnic populations of their main towns and ports.

Until ca mid-11th century these principalities did not launch territorial expansion; rather, they were themselves targets of external invasions. Perhaps this lack of expansiveness resulted from the fact that the needs of the princes, elders and merchants were satisfied by trade. From the second half of the 11th century Pomeranian principalities undertook expansion, including raids into Poland. This may testify to the fact that the local political organization was changing and the role of princes was growing as was the role of their armed retinues and notables taking part in military operations. The period of military expansion ended when the Pomeranian principalities were conquered by Poland.
6) The differences among Lekhitic tribal principalities were a decisive factor in the creation of the Polish state in the 10th century and its development in the 11th century.

The Polish state was created by Piast princes by means of coercion. The type of the Piast principality was conducive to that method. Outside, coercion was manifested in military expansion and conquests. In internal relations, coercion was used to create social divisions, impose duties and maintain order. The prince used coercion to impose Christianity. His armed retinue was the instrument of coercion.

The period of expansion and state-building by means of this method was brief; it lasted several decades. According to Przemysław U r b a ń c z y k, "from the archaeological point of view Mieszko I's state came out of nowhere"90. This was not unusual, as studies research into early states in pre-colonial Africa demonstrates. Jan V a n s i n a has remarked that "probably all African kingdoms were enlarged through conquests... conquests were made by the core of the organization. From this core followed a territorial expansion of the state by means of military operations or threat of such operations. How this core came to be a kingdom in the first place still remains unclear"91.

Yves P e r s o n's and Michał T y m o w s k i's studies, on the other hand, have demonstrated how rapidly — over the lifetime of one generation — a state could be created, if this goal was pursued through military coercion and the ruler's opponents were acephalic segmentary organizations92.

There is a lot of evidence suggesting that Mieszko I's predecessors faced a similar situation in the initial stage of their expansion. It was not until Mieszko I's times that the ruler had to deal with the resistance of well organized tribal principalities. However, during his reign the war machine was powerful enough to crush the resistance of other tribal principalities.

Coercion was an extremely efficient method of state-building, but the decline of the first Piast state after Mieszko II's reign revealed the method's weaknesses. An organization created by

---

90 P. U r b a ń c z y k, Struktury, p. 19.
92 Y. P e r s o n, Samori Une révolution Dyula, vol. 1-3, Dakar 1869, 1970, 1975, pp. 269-360 (formation of the state between 1861 and 1881), pp. 2045-2046, 2057-2059 (revolutionary changes); M. T y m o w s k i, L'Armée, pp. 230-239.
coercion and acting on behalf of and for the benefit of the group that used force could just as well be overthrown by force.

In comparison with the Piast principality, the principality of the Vistulans turned out to less effective when it came to state building. Its social orientation and the fact that prestigious goods could be obtained by trade limited the expansiveness of the Vistulans. However, other features of their principality proved to be very useful and effective in rebuilding the state system when it disintegrated. The Vistulan principality evolved over a much longer period than the Polanian principality. The social acceptance of its existence, legitimacy of power and principles of the functioning of the community seem to be more firmly embedded in social structures. Several defeats against external opponents taught the group that ruled the Vistulan principality how to survive such events. Neither Great Moravia, Bohemia, nor, probably, the Piasts managed to destroy the inner social structure of this principality. As a result, the Vistulan elites maintained their ability to preserve order during the crisis of the 1030s. During the reconstruction of the state (when the so-called second Piast state emerged) the structures that existed in Małopolska, around Cracow, structures that were a legacy of the Vistulan principality, proved to be very effective.

7) None of the Lekhitic tribes developed a theocratic system of power. In the Piast principality, the prince’s power found its justification in military successes, and the system of belief was expanded to include the cult of the ruler’s predecessors. The princes’ actions were made legitimate by the ruling family’s oral tradition which was treated as sacred. This cult proved to be insufficient in the face of the needs of the newly emerging state. Mieszko I decided to impose Christianity on his principality. The Vistulan principality too was made legitimate by the oral tradition of the ruling family. Hypothetically, however, we can surmise that its legitimacy had another basis as well — social contract. Christianization arrived not as a result of the ruler’s decision but of an external invasion. Baptism did not lead to the disintegration of the principality, did not destroy the principles of its social orientation, nor did it destroy the earlier forms of its legitimation.

The organizing power of the cults that existed in Pomeranian principalities was greater than in the Vistulan and Polanian principalities. Princely power, however, was weaker. This pheno-
menon affected the future of the tribes from Western and Central Pomerania. Their princes were unable to impose Christianization on their subjects and the enduring paganism led to invasions from Germany and Poland, and, eventually, to incorporation into external state structures and Christianization by force. But the existence of princely power enabled the Pomeranians to maintain their separateness within the victorious states, which the acephalic tribal organizations incorporated into states failed to achieve.

8) The variety of Lekhitic tribal organizations and the variety of tribal principalities were a phenomenon that facilitated the creation of the state and its internal integration probably to a greater extent than the differences in territorial and demographic potentials of those organizations.

(Translated by Anna Kijak)
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